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The Dharma-Rain and Lamp of the Mind Illuminates
the Past and Present!(continued)
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SELECTED TALKS FROM THE VENERABLE MASTER HSUAN HUA’S VISIT TO ASIA FROM WINTER 1974 TO SPRING 1975

Ցᑒιܔག!ࡺᛋ ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY SHRAMANERIKA JIN JING
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D HARMA T ALK D HARMA R AIN

Ԧ˗˜̰˞я࡙וāԦವ൳ᙷࢊԮҡڰ૱ו
࡙Μāମҕוҗ຺ۣ͝྅ᙜΜăԦΜяו
άΓЦқኗྕॠ࣎āѢ˟̙၅Ԧವޜ
̘ᎷāᄱĵүԮҡା૱וҗ͝Μ˝āԦࣆ
άᝇާᆂᏰĈĶă
Ԧଁ˗˜̰˞я࡙וāವඛԦҊ̍Ի˗
࣍ШуāԻΧ̥ᆂШуĈΧဩ̙ဂāဩವߎ
ᆧဩဩā̙ವ̙යϓ̙āဂವߎဂ˟
ဂāವߎؤĆᔗѢ˗࣍ШуΧ߾ѩ˟āహߎ
ԦгڋΓ˗࣍ШуāΧ߾ѩ˟ăԦࢵוഩΧޗ
ā࡙˝וāЮࠍ˟˟˝ޗహ࣍Шуో
҄ี̘ޜāࠣҋѢ˗˟హ࣍Шуವᐜ
൬˝ā͌ߎΌच˟ವᐜ൬āహᇸԦವ̘
ࢊహ࣍ޗШуāԻΧဩ̙ဂāವг࡙ᔲ
࿈ă
ଁ˗˜̰˞яᔲ࿈̰˜˗וˢяā˗˜̰
ˢяּ˝ޜй࡙ܥя˟āࣆోߎѢ
౽˿ĂѢጮ˿ĂѢ˿āѢ˫
ȇй˟ּ˝āԦವඛࣆᓽĭᚐགĮāгഀ
ઃর˜ḛ̑͆Ԯహ˗ĭᚐགĮᓽԅ˝ă
ॠ࣎ā˗͆ᓽ˗ѧĆͼޡᛆ૿ᓽ̘ԅ˝ā
ᓽѧĆѧᓽ̘ԅā˪ᓽ˫ѧă࣍˗֣ޡ
͠ā˗͆ᓽΰѧāᓽΰѧགă࠸ଁܪΞͼּā
ࣸ˗қڰयᓽགో՞Ѣ˗͆ᓽΰѧāԦహЯ
˴φੂᐁ˝āߎ˗࣍ۨ݇౸ᓜāҬߎΝ̘
ᄱߎඖޡāЮࠍּٔۯѢᓽ̢ѧĂ̰ѧĂ
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Kao-hsiung Buddhist Association of Taiwan,
January 9, 1975
In 1962, I vowed to bring the Buddhadharma to the United
States and promote it to western society. Actually, I talked
with some of you last year in Taipei. Some Chinese said
to me unhappily, “What is Taiwan going to do if you have
taken the Buddhadharma to the West?”
Ever since 1962 when I arrived in the U.S., I have
changed my name. What is it? “Monk in the Grave.” I
have another name, “Living Dead Person,” which is a name
I used in northeast China. I then traveled to Hong Kong
and was known as “Du-Lun.” When I arrived in the U.S.,
this name grated on people’s ears or gave them headaches,
especially the monastics. For this reason, I changed my
name to “Monk in the Grave” and vanished as a hermit.
I hid myself from 1962 until 1968, when many young
Americans came. Some of them were studying for their
Ph.D., Master’s or Bachelor’s degree. More than 30 people
came so I lectured Shurangama Sutra for them. We finished
this sutra lecture in 96 days. At the beginning, I lectured
once a day. Later, I thought we could not finish on time,
so I lectured twice a day. That was still not enough, so it
changed to three times a day. The last month, we had four
lectures a day. That time, we broke the record and it was
unprecedented; but I dare not say it won’t happen again.
Maybe in the future, some will lecture five, six, seven or
even eight times a day – it is not certain. I can only say
it set a precedent. You can search throughout the history
of Buddhism. No Dharma Master ever lectured four
times a day.
After the Shurangama Sutra lecture series was over,

˚ѧĂˢѧో̘˗؟ā٘ͼΩΝͼᄱߎۨ݇ă
үφพҡା፡Ϊ˗ā՞Ѣ֣˗࣍ڰय˗͆ᓽ
࿄ΰѧགă
Ԯహ˗ĭᚐགĮᓽԅ˝āವѢ˗ְܥ
я˟ˬּ˝āгв͝२ోࢊᖻጮāွ
ΝҊ̍ສδጮ̵˴˫וᘷνּ२˝ăԦವଁ
˗˜̰ˢяพؔāଁ֯ᖘᛋག̌Үāநг̎
གᖘᛋΌѢȇಿҡགāѢĭӺڰቶයགĮĂĭ
ᚐགĮĂĭᑒܞགĮĂĭܚགĮĂḭ̆ጩ
གĮĂĭѹڰШܜኡĮĂĭ́ೋܞᘱιགĮĂĭ
͔གĮāԦࣆΌ͚ࡺیҡགѢȇಿ˝āహ
ߎଁ˗˜̰ˢяוநгїವă
Ԧࣆ̊ܚщՎ˗࣍˟ోߎَ̘ࡳĂَ̘ᙰĂ
َ̘՞ѢମҕҡାāЧʹּࠦᔘชā౮ࢊԮ
Аᖞགోᖘᛋїࡺ͚Ăཫ͚ͯĂҗরͯ
͚Ă͚ڰĂᇆ͚āᖘᛋᄫ֎͚уāԮҡା
ЧʹࠦΜ൳ढāహΝͼᄱߎநҡାັ࣍˗ᔋ
๔ăЦқԦ၅үࣆಠӗహ࣍এाāԒՎ˗
࣍˟ోٰලహԟᙷּҡାᅀԢĂޜԢମҕ
וፊ࣍ʹࠦΜă
г˗˜˚̰яߎ࡙ޘѹจяࡓنāԦ
ࣆ̊ܚщг֣˗я౮ๆԥă̊ܚщг࿄Μ̎ག
ๆ࿄˗ѧԥā˗˜˚̰я˪Юࠍᇈৠ࡙ѹจ
яᇈā˴ๆ˗࣍ԥăԦࣆ֣ๆԥߎ˗ѹˢ
͆āࡳޜăгహ˗ѹˢ͆āՎ͆ұࢧࢊޗ
ҡ̰࣍ᛖᐜāድॠภઆफ़̌ҮāԦࣆ
ᚙृă
ԦԒՎ˗яᄁៈҡାऴ˴ᖏ˗࣍ဤו
࡙āԦࣆ́चг˗ࡀվҡڰāٔ࣍͠˗ۯā
ٔ࣍͠ۯă̊ܚщв͝ᔴ̇āҬߎԦࣆ́
चోૺΝͼҜ૿ˬāՎ˗ѧԒѢ˞ȇ࣍˟ҋ
˫ȇ࣍˟ᖏ˗࣍ဤ࡙וΜăహߎԦ୍̪͆ภ
ӗүࣆЦқ˗̘࣍ۡྼߎпএाĈᔗߎ̘ߎп
এाĈүࣆຏθߎпএाāವߎпএाĆүࣆຏ
θߎᗻএाā֣Ԧ˴̘̈́၅ă
ԦВүࣆЦқᄱ˗ᄱāԦҊ̍˦ᙷăԦ
˦ᙷāוІҢв͝ā˗ࢊ؟ϑ˲ڰҜĆԦᙷ
˦ඖ၅̘దΝІҢв͝ѢϏڰāઃсѢϏڰāԦ
˴ԒԮθԻណїࠍϑڰăࠍ̥ᆂĈڰύּύ
֖՞ѢϑϏāోߎ˟٘ృїă˟ࢊߎҕϑڰā
ವߎϑ˲ڰҜĆ˟ࢊߎ̘࣑ҕāֵ̘࣑ڰҕā֣
ವϏڰā٘ͼЦқࢊڀϧహ˗ᕆăڰ՞ѢϑϏā

some young people (students) stayed on. Some even transferred to
study in San Francisco. I have engaged in sutra translation since 1968.
We have more than ten sutras translated into English including the
Lotus Sutra, the Shurangama Sutra, the Amitabha Sutra, the Vajra Sutra, the
Sixth Patriarch Sutra, the Hundred Dharmas Shastra, the Great Compassion
Dharani Sutra and the Heart Sutra. We have more than ten of them;
this is an achievement we have had since 1968.
Everyone in Gold Mountain Monastery fears no toil, difficulty
or poverty, in propagating Buddhism to the world. We are planning
to translate the Tripitaka into English, Portuguese, Spanish, French,
German and other languages so that Buddhism can develop and
propagate throughout the world. You can say this is the new trend of
Buddhism. Those of you who hear this news should make a resolution
to quickly disseminate Buddhism to the entire world.
The year 1976 was the two hundredth anniversary of America’s
Independence. That was also the year Gold Mountain Monastery
planned to transmit the Full Precepts. Gold Mountain Monastery has
transmitted the precepts once but we also planned to do the same
on the 200th anniversary of the United States’ Independence Day
as a celebration. Our precept transmission took 108 days and was
full of toil. During these 108 days, people would bow for at least six
hours a day. If they had any time left, they would do other work as
we repented deeply.
I hope that the Buddhists in Taiwan can also organize a group to
visit the U.S. We could study the Buddhadharma together, for a month
or two months. Although Gold Mountain Monastery is small, we can
fit just about everyone. I hope that an organized group of twenty or
thirty people can go to the States. This is the news I am telling you
tonight. I don’t know whether it is good news or bad news. If you
think it is good news, then it is good. If you think it is bad news, I
would not disagree either.
I will tell you a bit more about my vows. My vow is that anywhere I
go, I will not permit the Dharma-Ending Age to prevail. If the Dharma
is on the decline, I hope to change it to the Age of the Proper Dharma.
Why? The Dharma itself has no end; it is only caused to end by people.
If people practice the Proper Dharma, the Proper Dharma will abide in
the world. On the other hand, if people do not practice according to
the Dharma, then that’s the end of the Dharma. So, everyone should
understand this point. The Dharma itself is not “proper” or “ending”.
If people no longer cultivate, that is the ending of Dharma. During
the Proper Dharma Age, there was also the Dharma-Ending Age. By
the same token, within the Dharma-Ending Age, there is also Proper
Dharma. Therefore, every one of you should apply effort and work
hard. Having heard the principles I told you today, advance if it is the
Way; retreat from it if it is not the Way.
Regarding the principles Heng Ju talked about, it is because the
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˟Ѣ๓ᘃā˟ࢊ๓ᆌΜ࣑ҕā๓࣑ԥ؟ᇉāाໜ
ఱሽᘠāವߎϑڰĆ˟ࢊߎ̘࣑ҕĈ֣ವߎϏ
ڰăгϑڰॠ࣎˴຺ѢϏڰநΌּāгϏڰ
ॠ࣎˴຺ѢϑڰநΌּā٘ͼЦқᑔྌЦҊӄ
˦ă̪͆Ԧ၅үࣆ٘ᄱྼāߎྼ݊ชāܦ
ྼ݊ਜ਼ă
̕͝ޭ٘ᄱྼāವЮࠍநгҗ͝˟
˿၅͆ାĂ᎗ାĂൗ͈ାోᛆ૿ĵૈ˝Ķā
ૈ˝ຌޤವߎ̎གޜাࢼ˝āࣆநгۡྼహ
ְା̘վౢā٘ͼநгѢ˗ְܥя˟ર˗ᔋЧ
ߎҡାăநгΩߎ˗࣍พؔāహ˴Νͼᄱߎ̕͝
ԦᓽᗞϪ..நҡାັᔋ๔Ă൳ढັᔋ๔ā
ּҗ͝హְ͆ޜোܥя˟ో຺၅ҡା൳ϟᎷ
ăࣆྫලԦ˗͆˴ߎЪ˗ᐟā˴૰Ӱ̘ۺā
ోࢊ௪ࡳҕ˝ă
హқߎҗ͝
࣑ࡳҕҗ͝ؤāహ
˗қ൳͔˫Ս˗āଁ
˫ᘷνוҗอဥҸ̊
)ࡺ͚*āವߎา̊ā˗
˻˗ѹ̢ȇࣳā˫Ս˗
Ćహ˗қߎઆ᜔ڰā
˴ߎᐜā̘ߎ˫
Ս˗āٔۯЏ֔˗
ѹՍāг֣ͣંāವ
г֣ā˫ѹĂ
̢ѹో̘˗؟ăహ
ߎ˫Ս˗ā֣࣍ߎՎ˗ѹՍгં֣ͣ࣍в͝
āࣆ˟࣍Νͼᄱߎгҡା྅၅җ͝˟൳ϟ
˗ᅲጰҮϠā٘ͼ˴Νͼᄱߎநҡା൳ढ
ັᔋ๔ăᔀᔀЦқĉԦ˴̘ᔀүࣆāүࣆ˴̘
ࢊᔀԦĉ)က*
̙˟ో፴ৼā˗፴፴ޜйāޜ˝܄й
āԮ˴፴˝ā˴̘ۡྼৼΝ̘ΝͼϠāЮ
ࠍѢ˟ᄱ͈࣪؞ѩ˝ࢊЧߘߘ˟ࣃā٘ͼࢊ፴
ৼăЦқ፴ΝͼāԦԒΩ፴˗ૹವૈ˝ā
̘ࢊ፴͈йĆ፴͈йāϠෳ͈˴й˝ăహվ
ౢѢ՞ѢϠĈநгವߎѢϠā˴̘ࢊ͈й˝Ć
сڌ՞ѢϠāүй˝Կ՞ѢϠăࠍ̥ᆂĈҗ͝
˟՞Ѣ˗࣍፴ৼāсࢊึ؟˗ڌྕā
җ͝˟ోណїቍă)က*
Fޝᜇ
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Westerners nowadays feel “they have had enough” of Catholicism,
Protestantism, and Judaism. “Enough” implies that they are tired
of them because they know that these teachings are not ultimate.
Therefore, some young people now are exploring Buddhism. This is
just a start and really corresponds to the topic I just lectured on - “The
Modern Trend of Buddhism.” As we develop the new trend, these
innocent young people will also be interested in Buddhism. They follow
me in eating one meal a day and not lying down to sleep, upholding
such ascetic practices.
These two monks are the first ones who practiced asceticism in
the West. They resolved to make a prostration every three steps while
walking from San Francisco to Marblemount, near Seattle with a total
distance of 1,150 miles. This person here is also bowing, but he does not
do three steps one bow. He is a dharma protector, who would perhaps
walk one hundred steps ahead and bow three or even five hundred
bows at that spot; it is
not certain. This is the
practice of “three steps
one bow.” These two
people can be considered
as having a guiding and
leading influence for
Westerners in Buddhism.
Therefore, we can also
say this is developing the
new trend for Buddhism.
Thank you, everyone. I
don’t thank you, so you
don’t have to thank me in
return. [Applause.]
Chinese people burn great quantities of paper money, which wastes
a lot of money. It’s the same as burning the money they spent, since
they have no idea if the paper money is useful or not. Someone said
that since Tang Emperor Taizong borrowed money from someone
after his death, paper money had to be burned on his behalf. If you
wish to burn paper money, it is all right. Just burn one piece. Don’t
burn too much since these paper bills, which are ultimately useless, are
purchased using real money. Even if it is useful, don’t burn too much
anyway. If it is useless, it is even worse if you burn a whole lot. Why?
The Westerners have no custom of burning paper money. If ghosts
need money, all Westerners must become poor ghosts! [Applause.]
FTo be continued

